Abstract. We define two decreasing filtrations by ramification groups on the absolute Galois group of a complete discrete valuation field whose residue field may not be perfect. In the classical case where the residue field is perfect, we recover the classical upper numbering filtration. The definition uses rigid geometry and log-structures. We also establish some of their properties.
G a− = G a+ if a is not rational. The same result holds true for the logarithmic filtration.
In classical ramification theory, the following results play an important role:
(1) the graded pieces (G a /G a+ , for a ∈ Q >1 ) are Abelian and killed by the residue characteristic of O K .
(2) the Hasse-Arf theorem.
Towards the first problem, we give a geometric interpretation of the graded pieces of our first ramification filtration. In a forthcoming paper, we will investigate the second problem by comparing our theory with Kato's ramification theory for rank one Galois characters [10] .
In the following, we describe our constructions in more detail. Let C be the Galois category of finiteétale extensions of K, equipped with its fiber functor F(L) = Hom K (L, Ω). The idea is to construct directly the functor F a (L) = F(L)/G a , before defining G a . Let O K be the valuation ring of K, O be the integral closure of O K in Ω, and for a rational number a > 0, let π a ∈ O be an element of valuation ord K (π a ) = a. For a finite separable extension L of K with valuation ring O L , we have
Roughly speaking, we define . , x n ) ∈ O n ; ord K f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ≥ a for all f ∈ I Z }.
is surjective, and its fibers are discs. Hence, we define F a (L) as the set of geometric connected components of X a Z . We will show that the latter does not depend on Z. We construct the group G a from the functor F a by general Galois theory. Concretely, if L is a finite Galois extension of K contained in Ω, G(L/K) is the Galois group of L/K, and (G(L/K) a ) a∈Q ≥0 is the quotient filtration of (G a ) a∈Q ≥0 , then there are canonical isomorphisms
We develop also logarithmic analogues of these constructions.
Proof. The properties of Galois categories (cf. [11] chapter IV) for (C , F| C ) follow from those of (C, F) and the following:
(a) C is stable by finite fiber-products; (b) C is stable by finite disjoint unions; (c) let X → Y be an effective epimorphism in C. If X is an object of C , then Y is an object of C .
Condition (b) follows from the commutativity of F with finite disjoint unions, and condition (c) is a consequence of (2) . We prove that condition (a) is satisfied. Let X → Z and Y → Z be morphisms in C . We have a commutative diagram
Since i and g are bijective and f is surjective, then the map f is bijective. The statement that G/N is the Galois group of C is obvious. Let X be an object of C, and let Y be the object given by F(Y) = F (X). Assumption (2) 
implies that F(Y) F (Y). Hence Y is an object of C , and N acts trivially on F(Y) = F (X). We deduce a surjective map ϕ: F(X)/N → F (X).
Let Z be the object of C given by F(Z) = F(X)/N, and let ψ: F (X) → F (Z) = F(X)/N be the canonical map. We have ψ•ϕ = id. So ϕ is injective, and therefore bijective.
Remark 2.2. If we replace in Proposition 2.1 property (2) by the following weaker property: (2 ) 
let X → Y be a morphism such that F(X) → F(Y) is surjective. If F(X) → F (X) is bijective, then F(Y) → F (Y) is bijective. Then we still have that (C , F |C ) is a Galois category of group G/N, but we may have F (X) = F(X)/N.
Definition 2.3. A filtration of the fiber functor F is given by the following data:
(a) for each rational number v > 0, a functor F v from C to the category of finite sets with continuous G-actions, that commutes with finite disjoint unions, and a morphism of functors ϕ v : F → F v satisfying properties (1) and (2) The filtration is said to be separated if the morphism of functors
is an isomorphism.
A filtration of the fiber functor F defines a decreasing filtration by closed normal subgroups of the Galois group G, and vice versa. The filtration of the fiber functor is separated if and only if the filtration of the group is separated.
The main constructions.
Let C be the category of finiteétale schemes over Spec(K). The functor F from C to the category of finite sets which maps X to F(X) = X(Ω), makes C into a Galois category of group G = Gal(Ω/K). Using the results of the previous section, we define on G two separated filtrations which generalize the filtration by higher ramification subgroups for local fields with perfect residue fields. (1) , . . . , x v(n) ) induces a morphism X a Z → X a Z . By (iii) above, the collection (X a Z ), where Z runs over the finite systems of generators of A/O K , forms a projective system. Let π 0 (X a Z ) be the set of geometric connected components of X a Z with respect to either the weak or the strong Gtopology (see [2] 9.1.4/8). 
The nonlogarithmic construction. Let
, is surjective and its fibers are discs.
(
Proof. Obvious.
The definition of X a Z may be explained more geometrically as follows. We put X = Spec(A). Then the system Z of generators defines a closed immersion
the square is Cartesian and the fibers of the vertical maps are discs.
. By (iii) above, F a is a functor from C to the category of finite sets with continuous G-actions. By (i) and (ii) above, we have natural morphisms of functors F → F a and F b → F a , for rational numbers b ≥ a > 0. THEOREM 3.3. The projective system (F a , F → F a ) a∈Q >0 is a separated filtration of the fiber functor F. Definition 3.4. The filtration (G a , a ∈ Q ≥0 ) of the Galois group G, induced by the filtration of the fiber functor F of Theorem 3.3 and extended by G 0 = G, is called the ramification filtration.
Remark 3.5. Let L/K be a finite separable extension. By Proposition 2.1 and 
The logarithmic construction.
Let L be a finite separable extension of K. A logarithmic system of generators of O L over O K is a triple (Z, I, P) where Z = (z i ) i∈I is a finite system of generators of O L as an O K -algebra and P is a subset of I such that the set {z i ; i ∈ P} contains a uniformizer of O L and does not contain the zero element. Let (Z, I, P) be such a system, e be the ramification index of L/K, and for
as an affinoid sub-domain of D I . Obviously, this definition does not depend on the choice of the f l and the g i . It does not depend on the choice of the h i,j because for any (
and if the image of g in O L is invertible then g(x) is a unit in O.
(2) Let ι ∈ P be such that z ι is a uniformizer of O L , and put g = g ι and h i = h ι,i for i ∈ P. Then, i for any (i, j) ∈ P 2 . We denote by Y the right-hand side of (3) .
We have
ι (h i (x) + π a * ) (where * stands for an element in O). Therefore,
We proved that Y(Ω) ⊂ Y a Z,P (Ω). The converse is trivial.
The collection of affinoid varieties Y a Z,P satisfies the following properties: We choose g , h i and k i (for i ∈ P ) lifting respectively u ι , u ι,i and u i,ι . Let x = (x i ) i∈I ∈ Y a Z ,P (Ω), and set x = (x i ) i∈I . Clearly x ∈ X a Z (Ω). We prove the other relations. For i ∈ P, we have Proof. Let (Z, P) and (Z , P ) be as above. By considering Z Z and P P , we may assume that Z = (z i ) i∈I , I is a subset of I , Z = (z i ) i∈I and P ⊂ P . Moreover, (Z , P ) can be obtained from (Z, P) in finitely many steps, each step consists of either adding an element to I and preserving P, or adding the same element to I and P. In the first case, the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that the fibers of the canonical map Y a Z ,P → Y a Z,P are connected. In the second case, we have I = I {t} and P = P {t}. We choose ι ∈ P as in Lemma 3.9 and fix
which is connected. 
where
defined by x → x, is a well-defined bijection. From this description, we see that (M a , α a ) defines a log-structure on O/π a O, i.e., α a induces an isomorphism
There is a natural morphism of log-
There exists a well-defined map
which induces a bijection between Hom log (O L , O/π a O) and the set of pairs ( f , t) satisfying the equations
. Hence, the map in the lemma is a well-defined injection. Conversely, a pair ( f , t) as in the lemma defines a morphism of monoids g:
with connected fibers. More geometrically, we may interpret our construction as follows. Let X = Spec(O L ) and let
with the log structure defined by
is Cartesian, where the superscript log indicates the valued points as log schemes. The horizontal maps are injective and the fibers of the vertical maps are products of discs.
Normalized integral models of affinoid varieties.
In Raynaud's theory [4] , (quasi-compact and quasi-separated) rigid K-spaces are the generic fibers of (quasi-compact) admissible O K -formal schemes. Concretely, let A K be an affinoid K-algebra, and let A be an O K -algebra which is π-adically complete and topologically of finite type over
is a model of the affinoid variety Sp(A K ). To construct such a model, we can start from a surjective map ρ: Proof. It is enough to prove that the sets of connected components of X s and X η are isomorphic. The set of connected components of X s is equal to the set of connected components of X. We assume that X is connected and we prove that X η is connected. Let X = ∪ n i=1 Spf(A i ) be a finite open covering of X by connected affine formal schemes, and let
Assume that X η is not connected. Then there exists a partition {1, . . .
We consider the open formal subschemes X = i∈I Spf(A i ) and X = j∈J Spf(A j ) of X. Since X is connected then there is x ∈ X s ∩ X s which is closed in X s . Let sp: X η → X s be the specialization map. Since X and X are open, then sp −1 (x) ⊂ X η and sp −1 (x) ⊂ X η . We get a contradiction because sp −1 (x) = ∅ by 
, which is an integral polynomial of degree p. We claim that the natural surjection
is enough to show that this map is bijective after tensorization with K . The latter is true because both
are finite and flat of rank p over Y. We consider the natural maps
and we denote by x and y the generic points of the special fibers of respectively X and Y.
Hence Z has a unique point z above y and κ(z) = κ(x). The claim above implies that Z is finite and flat of rank p over Y. We deduce that the closed fiber of Z is reduced and irreducible. Thus X = Z by Lemma 4.1.
Let X be a geometrically reduced affinoid variety over K, X be its normalized integral model over O, and X be its special fiber. There is a natural O-semi-linear action of G = Gal(Ω/K) on X, which induces an Ω-semi-linear action on X, called the geometric monodromy. More precisely, let K be a finite Galois extension of K over which the normalized integral model of X is defined; we denote it by
and the semi-linear actions of G on the left and right-hand sides are compatible. The restriction to the inertia of the action of G on X is Ω-linear.
Continuity of connected components.
Let A be a geometrically reduced affinoid K-algebra, X = Sp(A) be the associated affinoid variety, and f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ A be holomorphic functions. For every rational number r, we consider the rational sub-domain X r = X(θ −r f 1 , . . . , θ −r f m ), and denote by π 0 (X r ) the set of its geometric connected components. The goal of this section is to prove the following: THEOREM 5.1. For any rational number a, there exist rational numbers a 1 , . . . , a n+1 with −∞ = a 0 < a 1 < · · · < a n < a n+1 = a, such that the cardinality of π 0 (X r ) remains constant for all rational numbers r ∈]a i , a i+1 ].
By the maximum modulus principle we may assume | f i | sup ≤ 1 for all i. Let e be an integer, and C = Sp(K z, t /zt − π e ) be the annulus {z ∈ Ω; 0 ≤ v(z) ≤ e}. We consider the following relative situation
Then ϕ parameterize the family of affinoid varieties X r for 0 ≤ r ≤ e. More precisely, we have Y z X v(z) for z ∈ C(Ω). For rational numbers 0 < s ≤ r and z ∈ Ω, we put (i) C is reduced, and for any closed point x of C , either
Proof. Let A ⊂ A be the unit ball for the sup-norm (which is π-adically complete and topologically of finite type over O K ). We consider the following model of the map ϕ:
By the main theorem of [6] , there exists a diagram
where the squares are Cartesian and:
(1) C → C is an admissible blow-up; (2) C → C is quasi-finite, flat and surjective, and moreover it isétale over the generic fibers; (3) Z → Y is finite and induces an isomorphism over the generic fibers; and (4) Z → C is flat and has geometrically reduced fibers.
Properties (2), (3) and (4) are preserved after any base change S → C . By the semi-stable reduction theorem for curves, there exists a finite separable extension K of K and a morphism S → C O K , such that the induced morphism on the generic fibers is an isomorphism and S satisfies property (i) of Proposition 5.2. In the sequel we replace C by S .
There exists a stratification C = i V i by locally closed connected subschemes of C such that #π 0 (Z x ) is constant for x ∈ V i . Thus by Proposition 4.3, #π 0 (Y x ) is constant for x ∈ sp −1 (V i ). Let h: C → C be the map induced by h on the special fibers. We put
Proof. LetÔ β (resp.Ô α ) be the completion of the local ring of C at β (resp. of C at α). The natural mapÔ α →Ô β is finite because h is quasi-finite. SinceÔ α andÔ β are integral models of sp −1 (α) and sp −1 (β) respectively, then h: sp −1 (β) → sp −1 (α) is finite. Hence it is surjective because it is flat by (2) .
Let 
Proof. We start with the covering ∪ n i=1 sp −1 (U i ) of C K given by Proposition 5.2, and change it. We may assume the U i connected. We have to consider three cases:
(a) U i is a closed point x of C and sp To finish the proof of Theorem 5.1, we establish the left continuity of #π 0 (X r ). It may also be possible to deduce this result from [6] . We give a more direct proof. Let X +∞ be the zero locus of f 1 , . . . , f m .
(ii) Let U be an affinoid sub-domain of X and r ∈ Q∪{+∞} such that U∩X r = ∅. Then, there exists a rational number a < r such that U ∩ X a = ∅.
Since α assumes its minimum on any affinoid variety (by [2] 7.3.4/8), then there is a rational number
By assumption, β(x) > 1 for all x ∈ X(Ω). Thus by [2] 7.3.4/8, there is a rational number δ < 0 such that β(x) > θ δ for all x ∈ X(Ω). We take a = r 0 + δ and ε = ε 0 − δ. The proof of (ii) is similar.
LEMMA 5.7. Let U 1 , . . . , U n and V 1 , . . . , V m be affinoid sub-domains of X, and r ∈ Q∪{+∞}. We put U = k,1 , . . . , h j,k,t j,k ), and for ε ∈ Q, First, we prove that there exist rational numbers ε > 0 and a 1 < r such that U ε ∩ V ε ∩ X a 1 = ∅. It is enough to prove that for any (i, k) and ( j, k ) as above, there exist rational numbers ε > 0 and a 1 < r such that
We work over the affinoid sub-domain X k ∩X k of X, which contains the left-hand side of (4). Since
and (4) follows from Lemma 5.6 (i). Second, we prove that there exists a rational number a 1 ≤ a < r such that
Then by Lemma 5.6 (ii), there exists a rational number a 1 ≤ a < r such that for any choices as above, we have 
Proof. The injectivity of ι r follows from Lemma 5.7. Observe that a geometrically connected component of an affinoid variety is an affinoid sub-domain ([2] 9.1.4/8 and the discussion after). Suppose that ι r is not surjective. Then there exists an affinoid sub-domain U of X such that U ∩ X a = ∅ for all rational numbers a < r, but U ∩ X r = ∅. We get a contradiction with Lemma 5.6 (ii). 
Hence, the following diagram is Cartesian ). For a rational number a > 0, we have X a Z ⊂Û K and the following diagram is Cartesian Proof. Let U be the special fiber of U, and let sp: D n+m (Ω) → A n+m (Ω) and sp:Û K (Ω) → U(Ω) be the specialization maps. Let ,(a) ). Thus, it is enough to prove thatφ K induces a finite flat morphism of rigid analytic spaces T B → T A of degree r.
Let A (resp. B ) be the completion of the local rings of A n+m O K (resp. U) at the closed points of Spec(A) (resp. Spec(B)). Then A and B provide integral models of, respectively, T A and T B ( [9] 
(iii) Let E be a finite separable extension of K such that A is a flat O E -algebra. Then the following diagram is cocartesian
F(L) −−−→ F a (A)     F(E) −−−→ F a (O E ).) = inf{a ∈ Q >0 ; F(L) F a (A)}
is rational. We call it the conductor of the extension A/O K ; (ii) the ramification of A/O K is not bounded by c(A/O K ); and (iii) the extension A/O K isétale if and only if c(A/O K
) = 0.
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.2 (i). (ii) is a consequence of the left-continuity of F a (A). (iii) follows from Lemma 3.2 (ii), since A/O K isétale if and only if the map F(L) → Hom
O K (A, Ω) is bijective.
LEMMA 6.5. Let K be a finite separable extension of K of ramification index e, contained in Ω. Let A be a finite flat O K -algebra, B be a finite flat O K -algebra, and u: A → B be a morphism of O K -algebras. For a rational number a
F ea K (B) → F a (A),
that is an isomorphism if B = A ⊗ O K O K . Assume furthermore that A and B are complete intersection rings, that L = A ⊗ O K K isétale over K and L = B ⊗ O K K isétale over K , and that the map
Hom K (L , Ω) → Hom K (L, Ω) induced
by u is injective. If the ramification of A/O K is bounded by a, then the ramification of B/O K is bounded by ea.
Proof. Let Z and Z be finite systems of generators of, respectively, A/O K and B/O K , such that u(Z) ⊂ Z . Let X a Z and Y ea Z be the affinoid varieties associated with, respectively, (A/O K , Z) and (B/O K , Z ). Then, the natural projection induces a rigid-analytic morphism
in which g is injective, and i is surjective. Since j is bijective, we deduce that i is also bijective. 
Proof. Notice that the left-hand side of inequality (ii) does not depend on the numbering of the zeros of P because Gal(Ω/K) acts transitively on them. First, assume that (ii) does not hold. Then
is connected and contains at least two zeros of P. Therefore, the ramification of O L /O K is not bounded by a. Second, assume that (ii) holds. Let y ∈ O be such that v(P( y)) ≥ a. We may assume that
We deduce that v( y − z 1 ) ≥ α + ε, where ε > 0 is the difference between the right and the left-hand sides of inequality (ii). Hence, P −1 (D(0, θ a )) = 1≤i≤d D(z i , θ α+ε ), and the ramification of O L /O K is bounded by a.
An important example of monogenic valuation ring extensions is provided by unferociously ramified extensions, i.e. finite separable extensions of local fields with separable residue extensions (see [12] III 6 Proposition 12). For these extensions, our theory gives the classical ramification theory developed in [12, 7] , which we summarize below. Let L/K be a finite separable unferociously ramified extension, F(L) = Hom K (L, Ω), and u ≥ −1 be a real number. We define an equivalence relation R u on F(L) by
where v L = rv and r is the ramification index of L/K. The Galois group Gal(Ω/K) acts transitively on F(L) and preserves the equivalence relation R u . Hence, the equivalence classes have the same cardinality r u . The Herbrand function ϕ L/K :
Let ψ L/K be its inverse. The upper numbering equivalence relation on F(L) is defined by
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let f > −1 be a rational number. The following are equivalent:
(ii) The equivalence relation R f is trivial.
which is equivalent to (i) by Lemma 6.6.
Proofs of 3.3, 3.7, and 3.8. Theorem 3.3 follows from Proposition Theorem 3.8 follows from Proposition 6.4 (i). Proposition 3.7 (3) was proved in Subsection 6.1. We prove Proposition 3.7 (2). The inclusion G ma
K ⊂ G a is a consequence of Lemma 6.5. Assume that K /K is unramified, and let L be a finite separable extension of K. Then by Lemma 6.5, we have 
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Follows from classical ramification theory. (2) ⇒ (1). We assume first that
We show the general case. We may assume L/K is Galois. The proof is by induction on the lexicographical order of (v(δ L ), s L ) (cf. Appendix for the notations). The result is trivial if v(δ L ) = 0, and proved above if s L = 0. Assume s L = 0. By Lemma 6.5, we may assume the residue extension L/K purely inseparable. Let K be as in Lemma A.1, and L be a composed extension of L and K . By Lemma 6.5, assumption (2) 
Let M be the maximum tamely ramified extension in L and put M = K M. Since the degree of the Galois extension L/M is a power of p, the tamely ramified extension L /M is also of degree a power of p and is unramified. On the other hand, we have 
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) was proved in Proposition 6.4 (iii). We prove that (3) implies (1) . Assume that condition (3) holds true. Proposition 6.8 implies that L/K is tamely ramified and in particular the extension
7. Deformation to the special fiber. ( g 1 , . . . , g n ) ∈R such thatÎ = (g 1 , . . . , g n )R. Thus I/mI is generated as an O K -module by the residue classes of n equations ( f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ I. By Nakayama, we haveÎ = ( f 1 , . . . , f n )R. We put D = R/( f 1 , . . . , f n ) and H = I/( f 1 , . . . , f n ) , so we have the exact sequence 0 → H → D → O L → 0. By completion at m, we get thatĤ = 0. Hence
We deduce that H = H 2 and (1 − e)H = 0 for some e ∈ H. Then H = eD, e = e 2 and
Let L be a finite separable extension of K. We fix a presentation of complete intersection
and denote by Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) the residue classes of (X 1 , . . . , X n ). Let f : D n → D n be the map defined by the equations ( f 1 , . . . , f n ), and for a rational number 
Proof. We may assume the residue extension L/K purely inseparable. We fix a presentation as in Lemma 7. Proof. Let 0 < b < a be a rational number, and consider the following commutative diagram
Since f b is finite and sp(D n,(a) ) is a closed point, then sp(X a ) is a finite set of closed points. So, if we consider X a as an affinoid sub-domain of D n and denote by sp: D n → D n the specialization map, then sp(X a ) is also a finite set of closed points. The lemma follows using the maximum modulus principle.
The assumption that L/K is purely inseparable and Lemma 7.4 imply that there exists a rational number 0 < γ < 1 such that
notétale (by Proposition 6.9). Let s: D n,(a)
→ X a be the section of f a that maps 0 to σ, and ψ be the composite of s and the canonical embedding X a ⊂ D n . We write ψ = (g 1 , . . . , g n ), where 
be the Jacobian matrix of the equations ( f 1 , . . . , f n ), and let x ∈ X a (Ω) be a zero of det ( f ). We write x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X a (Ω) ⊂ D n (Ω), and we consider the morphism of O K -algebras
On the other hand, we have
Since the rank of the matrix
We get a contradiction with the assumption that ea > α i for all i. We deduce that det ( f (x)) = 0 for all x ∈ X a (Ω). Proof. Let E be a finite Galois extension of K containing an element of valuation a. We have D n,(a) E = Sp(A E ), where
Let m Ω be the maximal ideal of O. Then G 1+ = P is the kernel of the map G → Aut(Ω * /1 + m Ω ). Therefore, for σ ∈ G 1+ and a ∈ E − {0}, we have |σ(a) − a| < |a|. The lemma follows.
Suppose further that L is a finite Galois extension of The corollary follows.
Ramification and Newton polygons. Let f
[. The type of a Newton polygon can be described by a finite number of divisibility relations between monomials in the coefficients a 0 , . . . , a d . We denote these relations by D(d 0 , . . . , d r ; a 0 , . . . , a d ) .
Definition 8.1. Let A be a normal commutative ring and
We fix the presentations (by Lemma 7.1)
where y := ( y 1 , . . . , y n ) and g( y, x) is a lifting of q(x) that is monogenic of degree p in x. We set g( y, x) ).
For a rational number a > 0, let X a ⊂ D n × D and Y a ⊂ D n be the affinoid varieties associated respectively with M/K and L/K and the above presentations.
Let X a , Y a and D (a) be the normalized integral models of respectively X a , Y a and D (a) over O. By the finiteness theorem of Grauert and Remmert, the map ψ a extends to a finite map ψ a :
be its normalized integral model over O. We denote by z the canonical coordinate on D, and also the induced function on Z a . We put
Let τ be the residue class of x, which is a function in O X a . • and
We deduce that β p−1 F (γ) = P (τ ) and 
We get a contradiction because b > 0. 
is equivariant for the geometric monodromy action of G 1 .
9. The logarithmic ramification filtration. 
L] is prime and the residue extension L /L is purely inseparable because the inertia group is solvable. In both cases,
First, we assume that the ramification index of L /L is 1. Then z is a unit in O L . We take I = I {z } and
satisfies the required properties. Indeed,
Second, we assume that L /L is totally ramified. Then, we may assume that z is a uniformizer of L . Let ι ∈ P be such that z ι is a uniformizer of L. Since the minimal polynomial F(X ) of z over O L is Eisenstein, then there exist
We take I = I {z } and
Properties (a) and (b) are clearly satisfied. For (c), we claim that
where e is the ramification index of L/K. Let e i = v L (z i ) (for i ∈ I), and put X = (X i ) i∈I and (X, X ) = (X i ) i∈I . We fix liftings g(X) of z e ι /π and h i (X) of z i /z
. We denote by Y the right-hand side of (6) . Obviously Y ⊂ X a Z . We prove the other relations.
Then, for i ∈ P, we have
It follows from (3) 
where b denotes a rational number.
i is surjective by Corollary 9.2, and g is surjective by Proposition 9.1. Thus, j is surjective. (ii) follows from Proposition 5.8 for r = +∞. (iii) follows from Theorem 5.1 and (i). We prove (iv). Let L be the Galois closure of L/E. It is enough to prove the Proposition after replacing L/E by L /E. Hence, we may assume L/E Galois. Then, the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.2 (iii), if we use Proposition 9.1 instead of Proposition 6.1.
Definition 9.4. Let L be a finite separable extension of K, and a > 0 be a rational number. We say that the logarithmic ramification of L/K is bounded by
is rational, and the logarithmic ramification of L/K is not bounded by c log (L/K).
Proof. The same as Proposition 6.4 (i) and (ii). 
Proof. Let x = (x i ) i∈I ∈ Y ma Z ,P (Ω) and put x = (x i ) i∈I . Obviously, we have x ∈ X a Z (Ω). We prove the other relations. Let e be the ramification index of L/K, e be the ramification index of L /K , and r be the ramification index of L /L. Let e i = v L (z i ) (for i ∈ P ) and e i = v L (z i ) (for i ∈ P). We have re = me and re i = e i for i ∈ P. We denote by π a uniformizer of K , put u = π m /π ∈ O * K , and fix
ι (for i ∈ P ), and Proof. (i)⇒(ii) follows from Lemma 9.7. (iii)⇒(i) is obvious. It is enough to prove that (ii)⇒(iii) after replacing K by a finite extension K such that O K /O K isétale. So, we may assume that K /K is Galois of group H. By Lemma 9.9, we may assume that L contains K . Then J = H, and for σ ∈ H, L σ = L equiped with the K -algebra structure twisted by σ.
We fix a monogenic presentation O K = O K [X]/P, and denote by z the image of X. Let (Z = (z i ) i∈I , I, P) be a logarithmic system of generators of O L /O K . We may assume that there exists
Let Y a and Y a σ be the affinoid associated respectively with (
We deduce that there exists a unique σ ∈ G such that v( 
Let d = (m, e), m = dm and e = de . We have 
The image t of T in O L ξ is a uniformizer of L ξ , and the ramification index of L ξ /K is e . We take Z = Z {t}, I = I {t} and P = P {t}. Then (Z , I , P ) is a logarithmic system of generators for both 3.11, 3.15 and 3.16 . Theorem 3.11 follows from Proposition 9.3 (i), (ii) and (iv). Theorem 3.16 follows from Proposition 9.3 (iii). We prove now Proposition 3.15. We omit the proof of the following easy Lemma. Proof 
Proofs of
(v(δ L ), s L ) < (v(δ L ), s L ), where δ L ∈ O K is a discriminant of O L /O K ,
